Mr.
Frank R. Lautenberg, USA Senator
April, 10 1999
Dear Mr. Senator Lautenberg,
Thank you for expressing frankly and openly your views, which have made me very sad.
I suffer for all what has been going on in my broader native land Yugoslavia (meaning in all my
communications exclusively: ex-SFR Yugoslavia) and in my strict fatherland Serbia. I am sad for learning what
has been happening in the USA in this concern and for the current development of the attitude of the USA
Government to Serbian people.
I wonder whether you have gotten truthful information. I wonder because:
°
if you and your Government have not been truthfully informed, then there is a question what is a reason
for the USA to intervene,
°
if you are truthfully informed then a question rises why you are ignoring the truth expressed briefly by
the following facts:
°
Albanian people have been expelling (ethnic cleansing and performing a genocide against) Serbs since
the beginning of the Second World War,
°
Albanian terrorists were strongly enforcing attacks against Serbs during last several months,
°
the police move against them was a reaction to such terrorist actions?
Your reply opens also several other questions:
°
How can it be possible that national interests of a foreign country have a priority over domestic national
interests?
°
If your Government is really sharply against communistic regimes then:
why does not your Government apply the same attitude to the peoples of those countries as to
Serbian,
and
why did you ignore and reject my kind request to the President, Senate and Congress of the
USA of Autumn 1993 to impose sanctions on all the governments and statesmen of Yugoslav
republics (including those of Serbia and Montenegro) rather than to impose them to the people
of Serbia only and exclusively?
°
Why the USA Government and media have not been informing American people of the atrocities by
Albanians over Serbian people?
°
Why do you speak only about emigration of Albanian people from Serbia during last eight years?
°
Why do you ignore the fact that Albanian emigration from Serbia was enforced after the Albanian
terrorists had enforced their attacks against Serbs?
°
Why do you ignore the fact that the exodus of Albanian people from Kosovo started after NATO's
forces were attacking Serbia?
°
Why did you vote for the bombardment against Serbian nation in spite it has not attacked any other
nation or country including American nation and the USA?
°
Why did you do it against the Constitution of the USA and the Charter of the United Nations?
°
Would you accept a Cuba movement for separating Florida, or Mexican movement for rejoining
California and/or New Mexico and/or (a part of) Texas to Mexico?
°
Would you accept to return to American Indians their Fatherland? If Yes, then why you are against
Serbs to preserve their Fatherland? If No, then what is your right to intervene in other countries?
You might be aware, dear Mr. Senator Lautenberg, that such questions rise to people.
Should American and other people know the truth in order to reply to them, or not?
The answer is the answer to the question:
Should American people and other peoples live in freedom and democracy, or not?
Just numbering the votes at an election means only formal implementation only of a technique of
democracy. However, it does not mean democracy.
A democracy realization demands truthful information in time to people on a topic concerned.
Otherwise, there is not a democracy. Just propaganda, brainwashing, dictation of a public opinion.

Dear Mr. Senator Lautenberg, according to my knowledge of Americans, I am completely convinced
that American people, if they knew the truth, would sharply condemn what the USA Government has been doing
against Serbian people and the people of Serbia and Montenegro, not only during last couple weeks, but during
all the tragic process imposed to Yugoslavia since 1991.
Dear Mr. Senator Lautenberg, I thank you once more for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely yours,
Lyubomir T. Gruyitch
[In the passport my name is written: Ljubomir T. Grujic'. Just to know for formal identification purposes. When I
write a text in English, I prefer to write my name also in English rather than to use another foreign alphabet to
me and which was imposed to us, Serbs.]

